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Dear Lar.;7, 

Thanks for you letter. Glad you found orthwhile. There are three 

more in thatnseries and Post 7!o ten, the last I did. 

You any that you were on a -ZAP general's staff when jli1C was assassinated. 

Where? Was there any alert of any kind? I gather not if they let most seopil,:ga 

home because no work was boing done. 

Rea&an and Co. are also doing al_L they can to gut and frustrate the Freel:16m 

or Information Act under which hundreds of thousands of once-sec of pages of 

official records have been forced into disclosure. You might write your Senators 

and Coni,...-,-.es.-gnert asking that they leave the Act ei*Lrely alone, not to amend it 

in any way. 

I wish I 1-mew whether Larry U(' Brien &IOW anything not known anc that 

did h.:,  wait. be w11;`4r..g to talk. Which I doubt on 	counts. 

He has resialed from the basketball assn. 

Beat wisMs, 
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Dear Larry  Schaeffer, 	 09/93 

Sorry, I have no pipelkne to Reagan orspy of those arounf him. 

I donut think that reaching him would do any good anyway. 

Lay president would turn the matter over to t.e FBI, and you k4ow what 

would hapi:en then. 

don't know if he be willing to get interested in any way, but I'd like to be 

able to talk to Larry 0(Brien. 

With influential help, tt is nom; poesible to end the official story of the 

JFK aneaseinatlon• 

That is not the same as solving it, but I believ. it is the only way that a 

start can be made. 

Sorry I couidn't respond sooners 

Beet idahes, 


